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Frost Fones 1 000 ohms $2.75 Badinfone 9uper- Crystal Sets . .$3.10 A
Frost Fones 2000 ohms $5.00
(25 to 50 mile radius)
Do-T(guaranteed
Sets
crystals) ..
...430c Complete
$7-5- 0
to $11.00
Ducon, far inside aerial $1.50
A Small Deposit Will Reserve Any Set

Coffee Creaxa
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milk" for sal at the factory for
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paila.
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Discount on Everytlung
Eicept a Few Coatnct Goeds

However little you may have planned to spend
you will find the savings offered here the means
of your giving either to those you first thought to
neglect or, more elaborate gifts to those closer in
'
: ;
friendship.
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Caacla sttekt
BadTasas

reaatala Peas

generation as priceless heirlooms. And here
youll find the gift that will fulfill every
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BREAD
THE BREAD
MADE WITH
MILK

PakeJRite
Bakery
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Wrist. Watches
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which includes every article (except a few contract
goods) in the most admired jewelry stock in the
Rare gems in refined mountings, exquisite
jewelry pieces finely carved from platinum, gold or
silver watches in fact there are any number of
gifts you will be proud to. give. But, best of all
you save -
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BAKE RITE

holidays:
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JEWELRY is the gift of a lifetime?1
often handed down from generation to
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Christmas
'Discount Sale

,

Battliers

Becalaees, Pearl
:

I sought at that

DAY.

is sojnuch more enjoyed when one
feels their selections are of the finer sort that truly
express good cheer and happiness. Rare gems and
jewelry are gifts of this kind they are lasting expressions which beautifully portray the spirit of
Christmas. Those planning to give should come here
during. o.ur '
g
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" Bar Pits
Braoehst

in a very informal way. to
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OUR
COFFEE CAKES,
ROLLS and
-PASTRY.
FRESH EVERY

and
are Uems'
Are Gifts of tne Finer Sort

For Women

Macts and basic Materials can J''
St be ignored.
Rates horlsontal-tiBcrease- d
to meet Increased ware
Lhtttrs during the war inflation are
sternly reduced.
IWhen some very moderate wage
tactions were effected last sum- i
ft there was a horlsontel reduo--
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Diamonds

8aMkers Seal
8hBTts Salt
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Cigarette HeMers
Chjarette Cases

not be waived
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Select Your Gifts Now
while our stocks are complete with many unusual
and appropriate designs created in our own shops
that cannot be duplicated later. It is wise to make
your selections now. A small deposit will hold, any
'
article until Christmas.
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M. E. Nabatedt & Sons G
JEWELERS
tSZ West 2rd Street '

Kahl Bufldin?
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